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Fig.2 

 Fig.3 

As a 20+ year resident of Lincolnshire in and around Boston and Sleaford I 

have observed significant demographic and cultural changes over those 

years. Lincolnshire for years actively encouraged migrants from Europe to 

come to work in the agricultural sector. They came for what were 

comparatively low skilled and low pay jobs that Britains would no longer 

do because even at that it was a substantial increase in their standard of 

living. Over time however, wages have not increased, and many are being 

taken advantage of by gangmasters and forced to live on a less than 

minimum wage. Continued migration to meet the needs of the agricultural 

industry combined with those Europeans long here who have growing 

families in Lincolnshire has put an increasing strain on public resources 

and employment opportunities. I hadn’t wanted to do landscape as it is not 

an area of photography that excites me. I feel vulnerable going out on my 

own to remote places but felt it needed to be done to get the message 

across. But like Peter Mitchell in Strangely Familiar and as described by 

Colin Pantall on his blog “he shows the soul of a city and a people at odds 

with what Mitchell calls the 'glittering emptiness' of the city today” and 

“With its combination of derelict landscapes and affectionate 

portraits, Strangely Familiar will put that right. (fig3) It's an architectural 

study, a social history” (Pantall 2013 online) Which is where I see this piece 

of work too. (fig2) Although he has people in his images they are not about 

the people but the structure however my project, although I have involved 

the structure it is more about the people that are defining the structures and 

environment. 
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 Fig.4 

Brexit has only served to amplify divisions among people. Lincolnshire was 

strongly in favour of leave and while some EU nationals have left due to 

the strained relations and uncertainties, others have purchased houses, 

started businesses and made what they hoped to be permanent 

lives in Lincolnshire. But the animosity is palpable, and it has left 

many young people, British and EU national alike, caught in the middle 

without much a voice in their futures. It has torn families, neighbours and 

the community at large apart and there seems little optimism for the future. 

The issues are so divisive and emotions so raw that many people have 

stopped talking to each other and hide behind a socially acceptable mask 

for fear of inciting more unpleasantness.  (fig4)
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       Fig.5 

As well as staged environmental photography I have used a mixture of 

portrait, landscape and documentary photographic approaches set into 

context the story of the struggles young people, British and EU nationals, 

are facing in dealing with their families, friends, or teachers, and the 

corrosive atmosphere that is around Lincolnshire but that has divided 

Lincolnshire in the wake of the Brexit vote.  

As I was photographing and looking for locations I began to see 

how important that land was. (fig5) The dependence of the agricultural 

industry and the years of EU migrants establishing themselves in the 

communities set against the attitudes of some who long for “the way things 

used to be” has put many young people in the middle, often subjected to 

the vile rhetoric and expected to adhere to the family stance even if they do 

not agree. They are often forced to live behind their own masks to 

keep peace in their immediate environments. This work attempts to let 

them tell their stories in their own way as I collaborated with them in the 

creation of their portraits and allow them to address “The Elephant in the 

Room; Brexit.” It began without showing their face so that they could be 

honest in their opinions. I have been looking at the impact of Brexit on 

British and European youth as well as their family and friends using a 

balance of freedom of choice to allow you to see true feelings or, if they 

have reasons why they can only be shown or shared with an external 

mask. But as it developed the mask was beginning to be a small part of a 

very big story. 



Fig. 6 

We explored a moment in time, a sense of being in that moment, a 

connection to current life and experiences, which relate to current political society 

and use of freedom of speech. My book was not about the right and wrongs of 

deciding to vote to leave but looking at one aspect of Brexit, immigration and 

local effects but also the impact an adult voting choices has had on their 

children. Children being bullied because of a parent's decision, when in reality 

most children do not even know or can begin to understand the implications of 

voting either way.  

In researching and building this project, it became very obvious that amount 

of intolerance to other nationalities there is in especially Lincolnshire, is 

increasing. (fig6) Many are going back to their country of origin as they feel un-

wanted or they can no longer afford to live here. When I saw the field workers 

waiting to be collected for work I saw not one British person among them and when 

you apply for a job in a factory some people have been told they would be bullied or 

feel isolated if they were British.  

Data illustrates the increase in the vulnerability experienced by Polish 

nationals after the referendum, compared to the period before it. Benedi 

Lahuerta S. and Iusmen I (2019). ‘Exploring EU nationals’ vulnerability in the context of 

Brexit: the case of Polish nationals’, under review at the Journal at Ethnic and 

Migration Studies. Eastern European pupils in schools in England and 

Scotland have experienced increased levels of racism and xenophobia since the 

Brexit vote, with some accusing their teachers of failing to protect them and even 

joining in, research claims.  4	
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A study, Daniela Sime, Emmaleena Käkelä, Stephen Corson, Naomi 

Tyrrell Christina McMellon, Claire Kelly and Marta Moskal (2017) Eastern 

European Young People in Brexit Britain: led by the University of Strathclyde, 

found that 77% of pupils surveyed said they had suffered racism, 

xenophobia or bullying, though such approaches were often disguised as 

banter. Of the pupils, 49% said the attacks had become more frequent 

since the EU referendum in 2016.  

Pupils told researchers they were the target of verbal abuse in the street and 

on public transport. There were also physical attacks, however the children 

claimed most of those happened at school. (fig7)Some children accused 

teachers of ignoring such incidents, and claimed a number even laughed 

along and joined in.   

One pupil told researchers: “At my last school someone made xenophobic 

comments about my nationality and tried to burn my hair. Last year, in my 

current school, a group followed me around chanting ‘Ukip’ and that I 

should f**k off back to my country.”  

Fig. 7
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The Brexit Referendum has created a more divided society. Both adults and 

young people say that the debates on Brexit have polarised communities into pro 

and against Europe and European citizens. For many young people who have 

migrated to the UK as children, Britain is their home and social divisions 

make them feel unwelcome and anxious.  

Young Eastern Europeans have reported increased levels of racism post-

Brexit Referendum and I wanted to show that in my images. Many young 

people experience racism on a daily basis, disguised as jokes or banter, on the 

basis of their accent and country of birth, while others have experienced 

serious attacks on themselves, their families or properties. Lincolnshire is full of 

fields waiting to be worked on and when you look it is not very often the 

British who are doing the manual labour, (fig17)it is our neighbours from other 

EU countries, they are putting the food on your plate in sometimes shocking 

working and living conditions so I felt that the environment and social 

documentary was very important in the narrative of this project. Eastern 

European young people feel that their future is precarious. While the 

majority of the young people in the study said they are likely to live in the 

UK in 2020, the anti-immigrant rhetoric and policies of controlling 

immigration have made many contemplate their future plans. With this all 

going on on our door steps it is no wonder that people are afraid to express a 

point of view without fear of being labelled a xenophobe. People I spoke to say 

there was much more to Brexit that the Polish my project developed into being 

about the whole migration issue as that is top of the agenda locally, but without 

them who does the field work? 

Fig. 8
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Hurtful words are not acceptable no matter how you dress it up. The 

uncertainty over their future puts young Eastern Europeans at risk of 

mental health issues and school dropout. Young people who have EU 

citizenship are more at risk of feeling excluded and unwelcome in their 

communities as a result of current uncertainties over their status and the 

anti-immigration rhetoric and this is what I wanted to portray but it 

evolved very quickly to be about the environment too. And on reflection it 

needs to show the wider picture. (fig9)

Well before the 2016 Referendum, media discourse blamed EU migrants 

for economic and social problems. Arrivals of Eastern Europeans were 

depicted by the tabloid media as ‘floods’, ‘swamps’, ‘hordes’ or 

‘invasions’ (Fox et al 2012; Allen and Blinder 2013; Light and Young 

2009). The negative media rhetoric also portrayed migrants (though not 

only EU migrants) as responsible for higher levels of crime, as a social and 

economic threat and the cause of unemployment and housing shortage, as a 

strain on social and public services, and as triggering a race to the bottom 

regarding low-skilled jobs, so it is not new to anyone. The population 

has grown steadily over the last decade, of non English speaking citizens. I 

have heard time and time again that to get a council house you have to 

speak another language many of the council estates are a higher 

percentage of international residents. To the extent that last FA cup, 

English people were asked to remove flags and gestures as it could 

instigate violence. (Lincolnshire reporter online accessed October 19) 

Fig. 9
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              Fig 10 

              Fig 11 

One of the initial plans was for an exhibition. The hall I was going to use 

had flooded in the bad weather in Lincolnshire and so I located a new 

gallery; The Carre Gallery, that on application they accepted my 

exhibition. Another I had hoped to gain political interest but each MP I 

emailed politely declined but wished me luck. 

The Carre Gallery‘s display area extends to three ground floor rooms, two 

of which have prominent frontage to Carre Street and are visible from 

Navigation House and the hub, The Hub is England’s National Crafts & 

Design Centre 

The accommodation is centrally heated and lighting is both natural and 

artificial. The gallery hire fee is £100 per week. My exhibition is two weeks 

duration from March 1st – 14th 2020 I chose this gallery because it is central 

in town, less likely to flood and they also support local artists. My images 

are story telling in sequence so this gallery provided the blank canvas I 

needed to arrange the work and use the space as I wished. With three 

rooms the story goes around the rooms. The first room was about ‘Workers 

Wanted” The immigrants looking for work and the land the work on. The 

next room is about he evolution of these people, some of them have 

developed business in the area to the extent that the town is barely English 

shops in places. The third room is a collaboration of models wanting to 

depict their stance on Brexit and the impact with and without a mask. 

(fig11) 
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Fig 12 

Clémentine Sniedermann said in her exhibition of they called it 

flaswin. (fig10) The intention was also to change the narrative in 

photography around small towns and communities. “I wanted to 

challenge the perpetuation of misery when it comes to represent struggling 

communities by incorporating a series of elements that would effectively 

defy my own view on these places,” Clémentine says. “Looking at 

contemporary documentary photography, I sometimes feel that there 

is a lack of optimism and everything is looking very serious and formal. 

With the theatrics I used with my models the aim initially was to keep the 

mood light and fun but it was such a serious subject and any aspect of 

fun seemed to downplay the seriousness of what my narrative was. The 

series shows children in the post-industrial South Wales Valleys in 

strange costumes; merging the style of hip, nonchalant fashion 

photography with documentary and performance. The images were 

created from workshops the photographers ran with local children; and as 

a series, aim to “subvert stereotypes of working-class Valleys towns 

and their residents” Which is where I saw my project, I collaborated 

with children and although my project wasn’t about fashion it certainly gets 

into the working class or Lincolnshire. Almost 200,000 pupils in the 

country now have an Eastern European first language - up from 

around 52,000 seven years ago. Association of Teachers and 

Lecturers president Kim Knappett said "More than 65 per cent of 

pupils at Park Academy in Boston, Lincolnshire, do not speak 

English as their first language." But ironically it is on a road named 

Robin Hood. (fig7) Who when he was alive was well known for his revolt 

against societal standards. 
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I made a ‘to scale’ model of the gallery and have placed images in the 

sequence that I feel suits the story and displayed the images in a format of 

that each room and set of images is grouped to give structure and 

coherence, but flowed on to the next as if connecting the whole story. It 

was important to consider the sequence so to keep it flowing freely and 

having a 3d perspective was very helpful. (fig13)All images are to be 

displayed in light oak thin frames to keep a modern feel and so as not to 

distract from the images too much, and the paper will be a Matt as I 

am not in full control of lighting I aim to minimize glare. Using different 

combinations of images, I will have a dialogue at the entrance of the 

pictures, which with strengthened the narrative. I felt this was the 

best way to get public interaction. Along with an exhibition magazine 

that shows the full story and more, as well as the intro dialogue which 

is also the forward to the book. Certain matted images will be for sale 

by the gallery. These will be what I consider to be the key images. There 

will be complimentary cards that will be free for visitors and also placed in 

advertising venues along with a poster. There will be a page dedicated to 

‘The Elephant in the Room on my website.	

Fig 13	
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Whereby the prints and magazine is available to order. I have also created 

a smaller book that is available via Amazon. As I don’t have the funds 

to buy in bulk it is not priced at a competitive level and will affect 

the effectiveness of after sales of books and therefore the quantity of 

audience. I have developed existing knowledge but also new ways to 

disseminate this work have been developing website where The Elephant 

in the Room will sit alongside other peoples pieces of work. The 

horizontal scroll of the project pages was an important element for me 

as I wanted the project to be seen online as a linear narrative rather 

than as individual images in a slideshow, or a vertical scrolling page to 

try and simulate how people will view them in the gallery. I feel I have 

a lot to learn when it comes to curating but this course has given me the 

opportunity to do that. One thing I have realized is the isolation I have 

felt at times which is one reason I believe is why I enjoy collaborating. 

Whether or not I am any good at curating I will have to wait for 

feedback after the exhibition.  

I will also have a visitors book whereby people can put a mask on and write 

what they wished they could say about Brexit and immigration if the 

Elephant wasn’t in the Room. 

Fig 14.	
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Many people are scared of the Brexit results and now look at the election to 

see how this will pan out. My progressing project will be focused on 

the migrant workers, their poverty and how their lives will change with the 

ever-looming Brexit and election plans but not I don’t want to loose sight of 

how this started, about children so I intend to focus on migrant families and 

their children and how they cope with the negativity surrounding them. 

The shorted book I created for this exhibiton, will be book one. Over the 

next few months I will be working more on book two using the Election as 

the stepping stone to book two.  This course has certainly helped me develop 

my skills in not only curating an exhibition but making a magazine, designing 

a book as well as looking at the advertising side and promotional materials 

like cards and prints for sale. (fig14)I had to do a lot of research into styles of 

book as well as basic things like paper types.  
Fig 15.	



Fig 16
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Fig 17 

The next book and following exhibition where I have been invited in 2020 

is in Boston Blackfriars Theatre and will develop with “The aftermath.” 

But like David Moore in “Pictures from the real world. ( f i g16 ) I am 

inspired to take a look behind the door of these land workers to get the 

real story of how and why that life is better for them but to create 

images like he has that leaves a speculative judgment. Also to follow on 

from the teenagers that collaborated  with me to try and get a view 

across  as they felt as teenagers, how will they feel in a couple of years 

when they have no parents living with them to influence their choices? 

Although it is too early for exhibition feedback. I have had many 

comments about the subject matter and people liking what I had been 

brave enough to tackle. Varying theatric environmental photography 

with landscape photography has been a valuable learning journey 

that has transformed my understanding of the subject I chose to move 

forward with and has progressed my practice. The process has helped me 

be informed on the current trends and debates of landscape 

photographic practice and made me reflect on my own practice and where 

it fits in relation to other practitioners.. It helped me to identify my 

strengths and work more on my weaknesses, being alone at work was a 

major one and one I didn’t realise was such an issue until now. I found the 

research an enjoyable and valuable part of my creative process and I am 

generally even more confident in planning my projects. 	
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Fig 18 

I am not naturally a reflective person and I find that the reflective element 

needed to be done to fit very well in the flow of my project work.  As the 

project progressed I became better at formulating and verbalising my 

intentions although I still find this a challenging and lengthy process. Being 

concise is one of my main challenges, I flit from thing to thing and am 

easily distracted. It takes time to make my intentions clear so writing an 

artist’s statement is tough. I was able to acquire a greater range of technical 

skills, for example, using daylight and mobile light sources instead of my 

well used and comfortable studio equipment. I also The video I made 

caused  a lot of positive feedback and replies from people who found the 

video. 	

Most importantly the course helped me to develop a sense of where I am 

going with my photographic practice and to continue developing my own 

voice. At this moment my practice has developed around the edges and 

borderlands, the places that sit ‘in between.’ My interest is in what these 

places mean to people and how our relationships and interaction with them 

and each other develop through the Brexit process. My explorations and 

experiments in this direction probably place my practice somewhat close to 

Clémentine Sneidermann and Peter Mitchell whose work give me 

inspiration and encouragement to move forward.  
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Book          https://vimeo.com/377966610

Brochure   https://vimeo.com/377967465

Webpage   https://www.gailtimms.com/elephantintheroom

Shop          https://www.gailtimms.com/shop-2

Online Access

https://davidmoore.uk.com/intro

David Moore Pictures from the real world photographs by David Moore , Dewis Lewis 2013 https://www.amazon.co.uk/Pictures-From-The-Real-World/
dp/1907893334

https://i-d.vice.com/en_uk/article/vbwkbj/its-called-ffasiwn-charlotte-james-clementine-schneidermann-martin-parr-foundation-wales

https://lincolnshirereporter.co.uk/2019/04/council-proposal-to-ban-flag-in-lincolnshire-over-racist-connotations/

https://www.photoeye.com/magazine/reviews/2013/09_12_David_Moores_World_of_Grimteriors.cfm

https://strangelyfamiliar.co.uk/gallery/iv-viking-space-mission/

Strangely Familiar, by Peter Mitchell. Published by Nazraeli Press, 2013. http://blog.photoeye.com/2013/10/book-review-strangely-familiar.html

The Elephant in the Room links

https://davidmoore.uk.com/intro
David Moore Pictures from the real world photographs by David Moore , Dewis Lewis 2013 https://www.amazon.co.uk/Pictures-From-The-Real-World/dp/1907893334
https://i-d.vice.com/en_uk/article/vbwkbj/its-called-ffasiwn-charlotte-james-clementine-schneidermann-martin-parr-foundation-wales
https://lincolnshirereporter.co.uk/2019/04/council-proposal-to-ban-flag-in-lincolnshire-over-racist-connotations/
https://strangelyfamiliar.co.uk/gallery/iv-viking-space-mission/
Strangely Familiar, by Peter Mitchell. Published by Nazraeli Press, 2013. http://blog.photoeye.com/2013/10/book-review-strangely-familiar.html
https://www.photoeye.com/magazine/reviews/2013/09_12_David_Moores_World_of_Grimteriors.cfm
https://vimeo.com/377966610
https://vimeo.com/377967465
https://www.gailtimms.com/elephantintheroom
https://www.gailtimms.com/shop-2
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